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Go to the website:  www.acdlabs.com/download/chemsketch 

1. Fill out the form  at the bottom of the window – Submit Form.

2. Accept the conditions.

3. Download only this program (from the choices that are given):  chemsk12.exe

(This program will download a number of folders/files into the main folder on your 

computer.)

4. Draw molecular structures with the program named “ChemSketch” (see next slide).

Drawing 3-D Molecular Structures

ACD/ChemSketch 12.0 Freeware

(ball & stick) (spacefill)
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ChemSketch:  Drawing 3-D Molecular Structures
1. To always show C and H atoms:

Click on “Tools”, “Structure Properties”; “Properties” window appears:
Click on “Atom”:

With C highlighted, check-off “Show” (twice) until  appears.
Highlight “H”, “Show” should be checked () already.
Click on “Set Default”, and close that window.  

2. To start drawing:
Click anywhere on the window pane, the formula CH4 appears.

3. To substitute H with another element:
Click on the element symbol (on the left), or on the small periodic table icon on the upper left side and 

hit “OK”. 
Click on the pane (a non-metal will always appear with the correct number of H’s.)
Click on one of the structures (without releasing the mouse) and drag a line to connect the 2 formulas.  
(Note: The program ‘knows’ that it needs to eliminate H’s.)

4. To clean the structure:
Click on “Tools”, “Clean Structure”

5. To draw the 3-D structure:
Click on the “3D Viewer”, which appears as an icon at top right menu.
Click on the “3D Optimization” icon (5th from right).
Click on the “Balls and Sticks” icon.

6. To rotate the molecule:
Click and drag the structure in any direction.

7. To Change Colors:  Click “Options”, “Colors”:
To change background color from black (to any color, white preferred): Choose white color.
To change colors of atoms:  Choose the atom and its new color.

8. To copy structure and paste it into Word or PowerPoint:
Click “Edit”, “Copy”.  Go to Word or PowerPoint and Click “Paste Special”, “ACD 3D Object”.

Have Fun!!!


